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Learning Objectives
1. Describe the application of technology to enhance pedagogical strengths and address 
weaknesses that hamper learning of particular concepts, so that the design and delivery of 
blended instruction maximizes learning.

2. Understand the use of a peer review rubric to improve the quality of faculty-produced 
content for blended and flipped learning environments.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness and parameters for optimizing technology based instructional 
material in terms of avenues of delivery e.g. in-class, online, post-class formative or 
summative assessment etc.
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UICOM Integrated 
Curriculum 2017

Massive curriculum overhaul for 2017 M1 program
Discipline based ® Organ system based
Emphasis on active learning (flipped classroom, 
team based learning, case discussion)
Faculty produced videos prepare students for in-
person activities

See poster #26 on Thursday afternoon for more info
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Converting an Hour Lecture into Short Videos

DO NOT just record your old lecture
◦ Students lose focus after 15 minutes
◦ Students know when you recycle old material 

“Chunking” Content
◦ Find related ideas or natural breaks in lecture
◦ Chunk these ideas into a short presentation (<15 slides)
◦ Create 2-5 chunked presentations for video series

Condense ideas to save time
◦ Make total video time less than old lecture
◦ “Will a clinician use this fact in their daily practice?”
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How many videos would you make to fulfill 
these learning objectives?
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Go to https://pollev.com/
Type fisherjr into username
Type your answer

1. Put key in ignition and start engine.

2. Select correct gear to back out of driveway.

3. Watch for pedestrians and other vehicles.

4. Stay in your lane.

5. Maintain proper distance between cars. 

6. Maintain speed limit as posted on roadside.

7. Use turn signals indicating intention of direction.

8. Swipe ID badge to enter med school parking lot. 

9. Choose a properly sized parking space.

10. Park car, select appropriate gear for parking, turn off engine.

https://pollev.com/
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Best practices for video creation
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§New roles for faculty: SME and understanding of 
technology used to delivery content (Harris et al. 2009; 
Roblyer & Doering, 2012).

§Videos serve as knowledge / memory anchors for 
basic sciences content
§Questions to ask:
§ Will videos replace lecture or supplement them?
§ How do they affect learning outcomes?

§Many instructional videos incorporate presentation slides

§Adapt evidence-based design principles (Mayer) without 
changing slide’s teaching points and basis on learning 
objectives.
Harris, J., Mishra, P., & Koehler, M. (2009). Teachers’ technological pedagogical content knowledge and learning activity types: Curriculum-based 
technology integration reframed. Journal of Research on Technology in Education, 41(4), 393-416.
Roblyer M. D., & Khan, S. (2012). Integrating educational technology into teaching. 6th ed. Boston: Pearson.



Best practices for video creation
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Before After

Issa, N., Mayer, R. E., Schuller, M., Wang, E., Shapiro, M. B., & DaRosa, D. A. (2013). Teaching for understanding in medical classrooms using 
multimedia design principles. Medical Education, 47,, 388-396.



Best practices for video creation
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Physician, commit thyself! 

§ Skills

§ Sound-proof location

§ Engaging students

§ Duration

§ Editing

§ Format

§ Peer review

Dong, C., & Goh, P. S. (2015). Twelve tips for the effective use of videos in medical education. Medical Teacher, 37, 140-145.



Best practices for video creation

§Reasonable estimated preparation completion time
§Double view time to get a more realistic estimation 
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Time commitment

There is more involved than just 
creating a recording!
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Source: http://meded.ucsf.edu/tee/studio



Time commitment
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Source: http://meded.ucsf.edu/tee/studio

Reviewers only need a few 
hours, but peer review impacts 
the whole process.



Video 
Creation 
with Peer 
Review 
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Quick Summary

2-3 Reviewers
(content experts and 
instructional designers)

2 weeks:
• Submit for review
• Distribute to 

reviewers
• Receive Feedback
• Determine changes

(Poster #26)



Early planning 
impacts student 
learning.
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Curriculum Planning Lesson Planning

In-Class and Pre-Class Preparation



Camtasia
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Camtasia 



Before
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After
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Thank You Leslie Hammersmith | lkhammer@uic.edu | @piaffeatx
Jon Fisher | fisherjr@uic.edu | 
Max Anderson | max@uic.edu | @maxlibris
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